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The cc 2-stroke engine is known and respected for offering the most powerful 2-stroke
performance in its segment. Thanks to state-of-the-art engineering, innovative 2-stroke design
and revolutionary TPI fuel injection technology, the powerplant is more refined than ever before.
The compact and lightweight 2-stroke is a great choice for all Enduro riders searching for
easy-to-ride Enduro performance with the power and torque to conquer the most extreme
climbs. The KTM XC TPI cylinder has a bore of 72mm and is fitted with a state-of-the-art power
valve, which provides really smooth and controllable power characteristics. For the EFI
application the cylinder features two lateral domes that hold the fuel injectors supplying fuel
into the rear transfer ports. The downstream injection guarantees excellent atomization of the
fuel with the upstreaming air. Thus the loss of unburnt fuel is minimal for fewer emissions, a
more efficient combustion and reduced fuel consumption. A little tube in the back of the
cylinder is connected with an intake pressure sensor, which supplies pressure data to the
control unit. The compact engine cases are manufactured using a high pressure die-cast
production process which helps with weight reduction, while retaining strength and durability.
The design allows for optimal shaft arrangements close to the center of gravity, resulting in
ideal mass centralization and easier ride-ability. The engine covers feature a smart surface
structure which reduces wear caused by the rider's boots, keeping them looking as fresh as the
day you bought your XC TPI. A robust 6-speed semi-close transmission features gear ratios
perfectly in sync with the 's power band. Say goodbye to numb feet and hands. This engine
design allows the implementation of a lateral balancer shaft in order to keep the vibrations to a
minimum. You know what that means: more comfort, less fatigue, more racing. This clever
design employs a diaphragm spring instead of the usual coil springs, making for considerably
easier clutch action. A diaphragm spring also leaves sufficient space for a damping system to
be integrated into the clutch hub. The goal is traction, but durability is as well. Light operation
and telepathic amounts of control are standard with this hydraulic Brembo actuated clutch. The
airflow is regulated by a butterfly connected with a twin-cable throttle cam, which is operated by
the handlebar throttle assembly. A throttle position sensor provides airflow data to the control
unit, while a bypass screw allows the regulation of the idle speed. The cold start device also
opens a bypass supplying more air. The ECU defines the ignition timing while the amount of
fuel to inject is based on several sensor readings such as intake air pressure, throttle position
and water temperature plus a new additional ambient air pressure sensor. Thanks to altitude
and temperature compensation the rider does not need to worry about fiddling around with the
jetting anymore. Should the rider decide to mount a radiator fan from the KTM PowerParts
program, it will be controlled directly by the EMS without needing to add an additional thermal
switch. KTM's proven cooling system routes the coolant from the cylinder head through the
frame triangle, directly to aluminum radiators. Thanks to flow optimized internal circulation and
CFD-calculated ventilation, the system is superbly efficient. In addition, radiator protections
improve heat dissipation. Especially in the mud. They are also integrated into the front part of
the shrouds to protect the radiators from impact. When it comes to power delivery and
performance, the exhaust plays a key role and packs a punch that is hard to beat. The cc and cc
models feature HD exhaust pipes heavy-duty made by using an innovative 3D stamping process
which produces a ribbed surface finish. This makes the pipe much stronger, with better
resistance against rocks, while also helping to reduce noise drastically. The silencer features a
compact shape and end cap with internal designs individually developed for each model, while
it is mounted using an aluminum mounting bracket. In addition, the exhaust's shape provides
slim ergonomics and more ground clearance, while a perforated inner silencer tube works with
lighter damping material for efficient and durable noise reduction. The high-tech, lightweight
chrome-moly steel frame has a knack for easy handling, outlandish rideability, precise
cornering and excellent stability. You can also count on precisely calculated stiffness of the
frame. This results in better absorption of the energy created from the front and rear
suspension, sucking up jumps and bumps. In short: more comfort and less rider fatigue.
Laterally attached, lightweight aluminum engine head stays the connection between cylinder
head and frame contribute to more precise cornering and a reduced vibration level. The
engineers were able to pull off all that, while making their frame 2. In addition, it is easier to
maintain, easier to work on and supplies more space for the tank and other components. The
bike also features an extra-light subframe made of aluminum, which tips the scales at less than
2 pounds. The cast aluminum design offers low weight and a perfect flex behavior. The
single-component casting process eliminates any inconsistencies and inherent weak points
created by welding. It's better looking too. The wheels are fitted with Dunlop AT 81 tires - perfect
for surefooted performance offroad. That means damping functions are on the right side,
whereas the air spring is in the left. This left leg features a 2-chamber system with a capsuled
air cartridge to prevent loss of air pressure. Should the outer seal start to leak, the internal

cartridge pressure will keep the bike in position. The air spring is easy to adjust to any rider
weight via a single air valve. No extra special tools are required; the fork air pump is supplied
with the bike. The right fork leg integrates a damping cartridge that tailors to all your damping
needs. It can be adjusted to the track conditions and the rider's preferences with a twist of a dial
compression from the top, rebound from the bottom, 30 clicks each. Right off the dealer floor,
this fork with reworked damping characteristics and new piston is more comfortable and more
sensitive than ever. But you can still hammer the hell out of it. It features machined and
anodized components and is a valuable, high-end product compared to roughcast reservoirs. A
new, confidence inspiring setting with improved damping characteristics perfectly matches the
front-end set-up and its WP color scheme lets everyone know you have excellent taste in
suspension. The rubber damped handlebar fixation allows for two positions and an hourmeter
is fitted in order to let the rider know it's time for a service. These high-tech Brembo brakes are
combined with lightweight wave discs. You couldn't brake any harder, better, faster or stronger.
This is a lightweight polyethylene tank with a capacity of 2. Additionally, the XC TPI models
incorporate an integrated fuel pump system and an additional fuel level sensor so you'll always
know when you're running low on gas. The air filter box design offers maximum protection of
the air filter against soiling, while ensuring maximum airflow, and together with the intake
snorkels, results in optimal power and throttle response. The large Twin Air air filter is mounted
on a stiff cage, which at the same time holds the system in place. This design is so simple, you
could still pop a fresh one in with a face full of mud. Without tools. In seconds. KTM engineers
sure know how to handle handlebars. This tapered unit, made of high-strength aluminum by
NEKEN, features a throttle assembly which has a twin-cable for TPI models just like their
4-stroke brothers with a double-cable aluminum body and straightforward free-play adjustment.
A vulcanized grip sits on the right, while on the left side of the bar a comfortable ODI lock-on
grip is mounted, which does not require any wire or glue to be fixed. The pegs on the Cross
Country models are 6mm higher than the ones used on SX models, which benefits ground
clearance. But you can swap them at will. The XC range features state-of-the-art seat technology
with a newly shaped surface that provides improved ergonomics and much better seat comfort
thanks to higher foam padding. The seat is conveniently fixed to the bike using one long, lateral
screw, making it safe and easy to handle. Find a dealer. Book a Testride. Download Brochure
Choose Colour. Base Price: 10, Take the unrelenting ferocity of an SX bike, add a few extra
horsepower and torque, a longer-range fuel tank and an 18" rear wheel to accommodate more
rubber, and you're well-armed to dominate the dirt. Download Brochure. Light and powerful
Engine The cc 2-stroke engine is known and respected for offering the most powerful 2-stroke
performance in its segment. Cylinder The KTM XC TPI cylinder has a bore of 72mm and is fitted
with a state-of-the-art power valve, which provides really smooth and controllable power
characteristics. Crankcases and engine covers The compact engine cases are manufactured
using a high pressure die-cast production process which helps with weight reduction, while
retaining strength and durability. Transmission A robust 6-speed semi-close transmission
features gear ratios perfectly in sync with the 's power band. Balancer shaft Say goodbye to
numb feet and hands. Always optimal Cooling KTM's proven cooling system routes the coolant
from the cylinder head through the frame triangle, directly to aluminum radiators. Shaped for
performance Exhaust When it comes to power delivery and performance, the exhaust plays a
key role and packs a punch that is hard to beat. Optimal control Frame The high-tech,
lightweight chrome-moly steel frame has a knack for easy handling, outlandish rideability,
precise cornering and excellent stability. Swingarm The cast aluminum design offers low weight
and a perfect flex behavior. Superior braking feel Brakes These high-tech Brembo brakes are
combined with lightweight wave discs. Simple and effective Fuel tank This is a lightweight
polyethylene tank with a capacity of 2. Simple and effective Airbox The air filter box design
offers maximum protection of the air filter against soiling, while ensuring maximum airflow, and
together with the intake snorkels, results in optimal power and throttle response. Centralized
control Handlebar KTM engineers sure know how to handle handlebars. Supreme
manoeuvrability Seat The XC range features state-of-the-art seat technology with a newly
shaped surface that provides improved ergonomics and much better seat comfort thanks to
higher foam padding. Technical Details. Chassis Weight without fuel Show All Close. The bikes
that live here are precision tools meant to compete. The large, translucent fuel tank will make
you wonder why your MX bike has a black one. Finally, it has an electric starter as the only
choice, which makes dead-engine start procedures as simple as it gets. It is a very real off-road
bike and a helluva race machine with a convenient kickstand. The air-spring fork features some
significant updates for that you can feel in most impact situations as a big improvement. The
lightweight benefit of them is undeniable, but many still want the softer initial stroke of a spring
fork for off-road. I tend to agree. The XC power comes straight from SX bikes. Or at least they

used to. Back in the day the XC two-stroke had the engine character of an SX tuned down a bit,
but with the advent of TPI fuel control, that trend has somewhat shifted in the and models. This
means your XC is more aggressive everywhere, except in the motor department. Is that a
bummer? Sort of. And for the root-infested world of enduro, it is an absolute weapon. When it
comes to racing, there are a few boo-birds out there pecking at TPI Transfer Port Injection as
not being aggressive or sna
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ppy enough. That may be true for someâ€”TPI-equipped bikes are remarkably smooth and sort
of on the boring side when compared to a finely tuned carbureted machine. But, for me to say a
smooth, consistent-yet-boring power delivery is negatively affecting my race results or ride
enjoyment is a load of baloney. There are racers out there that could use more snap and grunt
down low than a TPI, I guess. But those are the elites. And TPI has likely beat them, too. The
only big issue we feel TPI brings is a fueling scenario that leads to what certainly sounds like
detonation in the cylinder at lower rpm. And it gives the bike a lethargic, wheezing feel off the
bottom. Those two steps alone make this bike more than competitive for us. Open desert and
surprisingly technical trail were on tap for more than three hours during an event that will test
the limits of any machine. I was sure glad I was on this the entire time. From the open bomb run
through the snow! Jesse Ziegler February 4, Next Up.

